
 
 

Metis Flight Dynamics Capabilities 
 

Metis Technology Solutions retains expertise in orbit design and other associated flight dynamics functions, supporting 

spacecraft design, mission planning, and operations. Our largest focus is in analyzing and customizing orbit and trajectory 

characteristics to mission design requirements. Our technical approach leverages the engineering lifecycle from 

requirements definition through all project phases and mission operations.  Specific capabilities include: 

- Mission analysis and requirements definition 

- Transfer trajectory design for Earth orbit, lunar, and interplanetary missions 

- Orbit design for science and technical goals and constraints 

- Attitude profile design for spacecraft and instrument pointing requirements 

- Relative motion of multiple orbiting spacecraft 

- Modeling and simulation 

- Engineering analysis approach for trade studies, design margin, Monte Carlo analysis, and supporting all project 

review cycles 

- Mission operations and operational planning 

- AGI tools: STK/Astrogator and SOLIS 

- Participation in interdisciplinary project teams for space missions in technical and leadership roles 

- Formal documentation, presentations, and publication 
 

Metis staffs the role of Subject Matter Expert (SME) in flight dynamics at NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) for internal 

reviews of proposed concepts in the areas of feasibility, trajectory, orbit requirements, spacecraft activity planning, and 

operations.  Metis supports NASA Ames in its Mission Design Center (MDC) in development of mission concepts from early 

initiatives through the project life cycle.  Metis expertise supports mission designs to planetary and lunar destinations, 

deep space trajectories departing the Earth-Moon system, and in Earth orbit. 

 

Metis personnel are performing cutting edge development of mission simulations for swarms of multiple, interacting 

spacecraft, (distinct from conventional multi-spacecraft constellations, typically separated in orbit).  Satellite swarm design 

and control involves Metis expertise in orbital mechanics, relative motion, software development, efficient maneuver 

design, and control algorithms.  This groundbreaking work leverages heritage deriving from fundamentals of the Gemini 

era in combination with 21st century innovations in control, propulsion, and simulation. 

 

Metis provides the Flight Dynamics lead on the Arcus mission, currently in Step 2 proposal for NASA’s 2016 Astrophysics 

Medium Explorer (MIDEX) announcement of opportunity.  The Arcus trajectory design includes a complex lunar gravity 

assist feature and an innovative lunar resonance pattern for long term stability.  The High Earth Orbit (HEO) solution 

supports Arcus mission goals in providing thermally stable conditions, a low radiation environment above the Van Allen 

belts, low propellant usage, low disturbance torques, and an efficient operational cadence. 

 

Additional in-house experience in detailed mission orbit design was for NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment 

Explorer (LADEE) mission, on which Metis also provided the Flight Dynamics team lead. The LADEE lunar orbit was over 

constrained, calling for several years of concentrated orbit design activity to balance science goals, spacecraft capabilities, 

operational constraints, and the unique, low altitude gravitational environment. This effort included the development of 

customized design tools and ongoing collaboration with science and spacecraft engineering teams.  Metis personnel 

supported LADEE Flight Dynamics activities from early project phases of design and analysis through operational readiness 

testing, launch, Earth and lunar orbit mission phases, until disposal after extended operations.  LADEE mission ops included 

planning and support of the intense cadence of maneuvers and planning products and successfully met all mission and 



science requirements. 

Metis provided the expertise for another unprecedented equatorial, lunar orbit for the Dark Ages Radio Explorer (DARE) 

mission proposed proposal for NASA’s 2016 Astrophysics Medium Explorer (MIDEX) announcement of opportunity.  The 

newly discovered frozen equatorial orbit offered previously unavailable access to the radio quiet zone on the far side of 

the Moon, now a potential advantage for future Metis mission designs. 

Additional mission orbit analysis performed by Metis addressed the constraints and requirements of cycler orbit flybys of 

Phobos and Deimos, considering orbit design options under mission design constraints, lighting geometry, spacecraft 

capabilities, and science goals. 

Metis Flight Dynamics strengths include strong teamwork and collaboration, with leadership capabilities in Systems 

Engineering, mission design, and formal engineering processes.  Advanced capabilities in modeling and simulation 

software augments our robust engineering expertise. 
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